Complete this dashboard individually ahead of time by pre-loading it with filled-out post-its, then share with your team and compile one Team Dashboard in class. Take a picture to document your team version. You will verbally walk us through the highlights or biggest learnings from your team dashboard during coaching time.

**MOOD**
- How are you feeling overall about the project?

**RESPONSIBILITIES**
- What were/are your individual responsibilities this past/next week?

**TALKING VS. DOING**
- What has been the balance during group time?

**BIGGEST CHALLENGE**
- What did you struggle with most as a team (or individually)?

**BIGGEST ACCOMPLISHMENT**
- What was your biggest win as a team?

**NEXT WEEK:**
- What's the one thing your team should focus on next week?

**CONTENT CHECK:**

(This part doesn’t live on a post-it note! Prepare to share this live during coaching time, and have visuals, prototypes, or other materials to support.)

Share your game plan:
- the stores you’ll visit/observe
- who you plan on interviewing
- methods you plan on using
- a rough discussion guide
- any sacrificial prototypes you might share
- etc.

What questions do you have? Where can we help?